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Introduction

Modeling of human knowledge and reasoning requires the formulation of uncertainty in its various
forms. Fuzzy logic was introduced to directly support
these applications [4]. Fuzzy Control (FC) which is
based on fuzzy logic allows to control complex systems
based on qualitative information like human knowledge [4, 2]. In fuzzy logic, fuzzy sets are usually
de ned and manipulated by the means of complex
mathematics whereas the Fuzzy Control process is frequently outlined by visual sketches based on set diagrams in order to enhance the comprehension of the inference process. The rule{based execution of this process usually follows the lines of rule{based visual programming languages (VPLs), i.e., languages comparable to Agentsheets and ChemTrains. This strongly
indicates that VPLs are thus well{applicable for this
use.
In this article, we rst outline the basic concepts of
fuzzy logic and Fuzzy Control. Thereafter, we sketch a
visual language which integrates fuzzy set diagrams in
the visual representation of rules. The basic concepts
are inherited from the complete visual programming
language Pictorial Janus (PJ). However, we signi cantly simplify PJ's visual concepts in order to adapt
it for our purpose.

three basic steps: (i) fuzzi cation, (ii) inference, and
(iii) defuzzi cation.
We brie y outline the basic principles by the behavior of a car when approaching a crossing. Consider the two rules given in Fig. 1 and the crisp input values SPEED=50km/h and DISTANCE=25m.
In a rst step a membership value is computed from
the given input values and the given fuzzy set. Applying rule 1 the given SPEED yields to 0.8 with
fuzzy set S MEDIUM. DISTANCE yields to 0.6 with
D MEDIUM.
speed = S_MEDIUM & dist = D_MEDIUM then acc = A_MEDIUM
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speed = S_LOW & dist = D_FAR then acc = A_HIGH
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Fuzzy Control

The individual computation steps of fuzzy control
are based on fuzzy set theory. Let x be an element of
the universe and F  . The characteristic function F : ! f0; 1g denotes the membership x 2 F .
That is, F is 1 if x 2 F and 0 otherwise. Zadeh [4]
rede nes the characteristic function in order to map it
to an interval by F : ! [0; 1] measuring the grade
of membership . The closer F (x) is to 1 the more x
becomes a member of F . F is called a fuzzy set over
. Based on crisp (non fuzzy) input data a fuzzy rule
base is evaluated by combining all matching rules. A
rule is composed of premises (or conditions) and conclusions which are described by fuzzy sets and model
qualitative information. A fuzzy control process converts crisp I/O data into fuzzy data and back applying

Figure 1: Fuzzy Control Process
The inference step combines the membership values
to a degree of ful llment (DoF) and applies it to the
conclusion(s) given by output fuzzy set(s). There are
various inference strategies. The widely used max{
min inference takes the minimal membership value to
determine the DoF in the output fuzzy set [4]. For rule
1, the cut for the DoF for fuzzy set A MEDIUM is at
0.6 and for rule 2 the cut for A HIGH is at 0.3. If more
than one cut is greater than 0:0 (more than one rule
res) the resulting sets are combined by a union. In a
nal step the union is transformed into a crisp value.
The center{of{area method is one possible approach
for such a transformation.
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Fuzzy Visual Language

We can identify a signi cant correspondence between the VPL Pictorial Janus [3] and fuzzy control
processes as it is shown by Geiger's and Lehrenfeld's
fuzzy extension for Concurrent Prolog [2]. In this article, we restrict our investigations on the behavior
of an individual agent rather than on the network of
communicating agents. Corresponding to a PJ agent a
fuzzy control process is de ned by a set of rules. Each
PJ rule has preconditions and a behavior. A fuzzy rule
has premises and a conclusion. The conclusion can be
interpreted as a very simple form of a PJ agent behavior. However, whereas PJ's execution model of an
individual agent is based on pattern matching with a
possibly non{deterministic selection of one rule fuzzy
control elaborates all possible alternatives and combines the results.
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This short article only sketches the static description
of fuzzy controllers. We expect promising results when
elaborating this approach in the direction of an advanced dynamic visual representation, i.e., animation
of fuzzi cation, inference, and defuzzi cation. The
implementation of our PJ environment JIM [1] has
demonstrated that interactive visual animation environments greatly support the debugging of visual
programs when visualizing the individual computation steps. This signi cantly improves the speci cation and validation of fuzzy rule bases which are
currently implemented and checked applying textual{
based trial{and{error methods.
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Figure 2: Agent with Fuzzy Rules
Figure 2 gives the de nition of a fuzzy controller
(agent) with one magni ed rule inside. The rule's preconditions are at its left whereas its conclusion is at its
right. The fuzzy sets are visually given inside the contour of the preconditions and the conclusion. Fuzzication is performed by visually matching the crisp
input objects with the corresponding preconditions.
When matching, a visual AND{operation is applied
and the result is horizontally expanded (see Fig. 3A).
The inference process combines the results of all input/condition pairs applying an AND{operation. The
result then cuts the output fuzzy set (see Fig. 3B).
If more than one rule res (DoF > 0:0) all cut output sets are combined by a visual OR{operation (see
Fig. 2). The defuzzi cation is visually realized using
the algorithm outlined in Fig. 3C.
This speci es a visual language which correctly
implements the fuzzy control process including commonly used fuzzy set operations (AND/OR/NOT)
and defuzzi cation methods. Our work demonstrates
PJ's exibility for deriving domain{speci c languages.
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Figure 3: Visual Fuzzy Inference
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